
Cellares is creating the future of cell therapy manufacturing. The 

company is developing a one-of-a-kind solution to overcome the 

limitations associated with manufacturing so cell therapies are more 

affordable and widely available to patients in need. Cellares is building 

this next-generation manufacturing platform to enable closed, auto-

mated, and truly scalable manufacturing of cell therapies. 

Cell therapy, which is designed to boost the immune response, 

represents a revolution in cancer treatment, especially for certain 

types of hematologic malignancies, as opposed to traditional 

cancer treatments such as chemotherapy and radiation.  

Despite the demonstrated benefits of currently approved cell 
therapies, they have substantial limitations—particularly 

pertaining to the manufacturing process.

Accelerating Access to
Life-Saving Cell Therapies

Company Overview

The Promise & Current Limitations

of Cell Therapy 

The Cell Shuttle is a closed and automated end-to-end 

manufacturing solution that is flexible and scalable, enabling 
customers to run precisely the processes which define their 
cell therapy. 

Compared to current manual manufacturing processes the 

Cell Shuttle provides:

Flexible & Scalable

Cell Therapy Manufacturing Solution

Features Benefits

Addressable patient 

population (CAR-T)

450K
today

Scalable
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Closed & Automated

Electronic Batch Records

2M+
5-10 yrs

10x
Companies are 

struggling to treat

>1K
patients per year

Core competencies: development of 

bioprocessing technologies and cell 

therapy manufacturing

Founded in 2019 by Fabian Gerlinghaus, 

Omar Kurdi, and Alex Pesch;    

privately held

Advisory board: Carl June, MD; Megan 

(Suhoski) Davis, PhD; Timothy Moore; 

Bruce Cozadd

State-of-the-art facilities located in 

South San Francisco, CA

$18M Series A led by Eclipse Ventures 

with support from 8VC and EcoR1 Capital

doses manufactured 

in parallel

3x
reduction in process 

failure rates

70%
reduction in 

manufacturing costs

$11.6B
cell therapy 

manufacturing 

market by 2020

5%-10%
of the required 

manufacturing 

capacity exists today

Meet Patient Demand

Lower Cost

Accelerate Market Entry

Reduce Vein-to-Vein Time

Improve Process Control

Improve Robustness


